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This paper presents an application of optimally adaptive linear combinations (OALC) to forecast
daily discharges and water levels for different forecast horizons (one day to two weeks ahead). To
calibrate  the  OALC,  we  have  used  the  forecast  mean  squared  error. The  optimal  length  of  the
calibration  period  and  the  optimal  number  of  predictors  were established  using  the  performance
criteria of the Hydrometeorological Centre of Russia as the goal function (Domínguez et al., 2011).
The percentage of successful forecast for error levels lower or equal than 5, 10, and 20% were also
determined to find the most efficient OALC. The forecasting technique presented here was implemented
in Colombia to predict daily streamflows to the Betania hydropower reservoir located in the upper
Magdalena River, as well as to forecast the water levels at the hydrometric station “El Banco” located
within the navigable sector of the same river. Finally, we discuss the possibility of using OALC as a
deterministic  kernel  to  simulate  the  evolution  of  conditioned  probability  density  curves  (CPDC)
through  the  multidimensional  Fokker-Planck-Kolmogorov  (FPK)  equation  to  provide  users  with
probabilistic forecasts of river water levels. Developed forecast method, and its potential probabilistic
enhancement, can be useful for forecasting river water levels under climate change conditions, where
uncertainty maximizes and extremes flows are expected to occur more frequently. The OALC, being a
simple linear method, can be solve by means of Kolmogorov’s optimal interpolation or by least square
methods as it is done in this paper. OALC proved to be efficient for lead times “T” from 1 to 10 but it is
expected to increase computational time requirements when issuing forecasts for lead times from 11 to
24 or more.
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INTRODUCTION
The hydrological variability of surface runoff is not only a source of hazards for human settlements

located near the river shoreline but also a source of risk for the productive sectors. In Colombia, two
sectors  are  particularly  sensitive  to  hydrological  variability:  hydropower  and  fluvial  navigation.
Recently, extreme hydrological values have become more severe, possibly as a consequence of global
climate change (IPCC, 2007). Higher variability in the hydrologic regime of surface streams leads to
increased  failures  among  water-dependent  economic  sectors.  The  hydropower  sector  in  Colombia
covers 75% of the energy demand; therefore, diminishing the hydrological risk for this sector is an
ongoing critical task (UPME and Ministerio de Minas y Energía, 2006). At the same time, the sum of
the freight transported through the Magdalena River accounts for 4% of the country’s total payload, and
many efforts are being made to increase this level to 12% by year 2020 (Mintransporte, 2007). To meet
this aim, a satellite-based navigation system that allows navigation, even at night, was implemented
(Alvarado,  2006;  Mintransporte,  2007).  For  both  the  hydropower  and  navigation  sectors,  short-,
medium- and long-term forecasts are an essential  planning tool,  especially under the conditions of
climate change. Due to the disruption of stable global climate conditions, the mentioned economic
sectors require hydrologic forecast methods that can predict the time evolution of characteristics for
streamflows or stages in unstable conditions. The method presented here is intended to be a component
of the tools that could be used to address such a requirement.

Forecasting process is a complex task that needs real time  measuring, transmission and assimilation
systems,  forecast  method  and  forecast  broadcasting  procedure  (NOAA,  1999;  WMO,  1994).
Requirements for the forecast method are: to be simple, low computing and time demanding, to be of
best  precision  and  to  enhance  process  predictability  (WMO,  1994).  Prediction  of  high  lead  times
usually demands long computational time but at the same time high lead time forecasts are the most
useful  information for  decision  makers,  specially  for  decision  makers  at  the hydropower sector  in
Colombia (Zevin, 1994). A plethora of mathematical models and methods of different type have being
developed but where they fulfill before presented requirements is still a question. Of special importance
is  the  required  run  time  for  forecast  emission.  Previous  work  showed  that  methods  of  artificial
intelligence  (i.e.  neural  networks,  diffusive  logic)  and  physically  based  models  demand  high
computational time making it unfeasible their use as forecast operator in real time regime (Domínguez
et al.,  2010, 2009). At the same time, conceptual models (Biondi et al., 2012; Fenicia et al.,  2011;
Schumann, 1993; Solomatine and Wagener, 2011) are sufficiently fast for real time operation but, their
recalibration and operator restructuring is not feasible on the flight. Finally, not of less importance for
conceptual  models,  their  rigorous  probabilistic  generalization  is  not  well  studied  yet.  Mentioned
features are crucial for real time systems due to the possibility o transmission failures in real time. A
forecast operator able to reconfigure its structure and recalibrating its parameters itself, in real time, is
more than mandatory. The quantitative handling of forecast uncertainty is also a desirable to support
decision  making  process  in  hydropower  reservoir  operation  (World  Commission  on  Dams,  2000).
Classical modeling approaches do not exhibit described properties, leading to ridge forecast operators
requiring the measuring, transmission and assimilation systems to work without failures. Present work
aims to find a forecast technique able to reconfigure and recalibrate its forecast operator on the flight
but also to be theoretically feasible to enhance to probabilistic forecast operator. As remarked OALC
techniques postulates as a candidate for such technique and it looks promissory that derived OALC can
serve as deterministic kernels for the implementation of the Fokker-Planck-Kolmogorov  equation as
the theoretic approach for forecast uncertainty handling. 

The forecasting technique we present here was developed to become the deterministic kernel for the
Fokker-Planck-Kolmogorov equation when dealing with high-order Markov processes (processes with
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high memory). In the context of changing climate and high human pressure over the river basins, it is
expected  for  the  hydrological  regime  to  become  unstable,  gaining  in  uncertainty  and  requiring
probabilistic forecast to be a common requirement for early warning systems (Domínguez and Lozano-
Báez, 2014). The first application of OALC was presented by Domínguez (Domínguez, 2005), who
showed  the  feasibility  of  the  method  without  explaining  its  foundations.  Herein,  we  present  the
foundations for the establishment of the method and some results and recommendations for its proper
application  and  integration  with  the  Fokker-Planck-Kolmogorov  Equation  approach  to  forecast
hydrological processes but coping with uncertainty of hydrological inputs and parameters.

A FRAMEWORK FOR MODELING WITH DYNAMIC CALIBRATION
In typical mathematical modeling, the user tends to calibrate the model using all available historical

information. We propose a dynamic approach, showing that a on the flight real time calibration of
linear  combinations  could  be  better  than  a  static  calibration  that  uses  all  registered  information
regarding the forecasting state variable. Dynamic approach means the structure of forecast operator and
the optimal values of this operator are established at the issuing forecast moment, “on the flight”. We
suggest, dynamic calibration can be useful when dealing with time series that have cycles of different
frequency; it can be used to forecast for a lead time «T » with  T and Ns , where    is the

correlation radius and Ns  is the total time series length.

Given a time interval [ t−(N−1) ,   t ]∈ℜ , with a record of N observed values of the variable 
Y(t), the forecast Y(t+T) can be expressed in the form: 

Y ( t+T )=L[W ( t )]       (1)

In (1), “L” is a mathematical operator that functions over the k-order polynomial  W(t), combining
endogenous and exogenous predictors within the following structure:

L[W ( t )]=∑
i=t

t− ρY

ai Y i

α i+∑
k=1

m

∑
j=t

t− ρX kjY

bkj X kj

β
kj      (2)

Here,  Y and  YX kj
  are  the  correlation  radius  for  the  endogenous  variable  Y(t)  and  the  cross-

correlation radius of Y(t) with the exogenous variables X(t)k;  ai, bbj, ; and kj; are the exponents and
coefficients for W(t); and k = max(i,j) represents the order of the polynomial W(t).

Let the difference be set as  ForecastedObserved TtYTtY )()( ; then, we can denominate L as an
optimal  operator  if  it  minimizes  some function of   .  For  instance,  the minimization of the mean
squared error may be defined as follows:

min→E [ δ2
]=E {[Y ( t +T )−L[ W ( t ) ] ]2}      (3)

If there is a known finite data vector of observed values for Y(t), and if the autocorrelation and cross-

correlation radius for this vector and the exogenous variable are Y  and YX kj
 , then the forecast Y(t+T)

can be  expressed  as  a  combination  of  previous  values  of  Y(t) and  X(t) between the  time interval
] ,[ Yt-t   for  Y(t)  and  the  time  interval  ] ,[ XYt-t   for  the  cross-correlation  component,  given  the

following combination:

Y ( t+T )=∑
i=t

t− ρY

ai Y i

αi+∑
k=1

m

∑
j=t

t−ρX kjY

bkj X kj

β
kj      (4)
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Hence, iii ba  , ,  and i  are the exponents and coefficients that are used to minimize the following

expression:

σ2
(a, b, α, β)=E {[Y ( t +T )−(∑

i=t

t−ρ
Y

bi Y i

α i+∑
k=1

m

∑
j=t

t−ρX kjY

bkj X kj

β kj)]
2

}      (5)

in a time window of length  . From this fact, we understand that in this time domain:

a={at , at−1 ,. . ., a t−ρ}

b={bk , t , bk , (t−1) , .. . , bk ,( t−ρX kjY
)}

α={αt , αt−1 , .. . , αt−ρY
}

β={βk ,t , βk , (t−1) , . .. , βk , (t− ρX kjY
)}

are the solution vectors for the following systems of equations:

∂ σ2

∂ ai

=0,   i=t ,   t- 1 , . .. , t-ρY ;   
∂ σ2

∂ b j

=0,   i=t ,   t-1 , .. . , t- ρX kj Y
;

∂ σ2

∂ αi

=0,   k=t ,   t-1 , .. . , t-ρY ;   
∂ σ2

∂ β j

=0,   l=t ,   t- 1 , . .. , t- ρX kj Y
.

     (6)

For the time interval  , we could also require, even for nonlinear combinations, that the quotient
between the  standard  deviation  of  the  forecast  squared  error (S=σ (a, b, α, β ) ) and the  standard
deviation for the increments of Y(t) and (σ Δ ) be less than 0.8, thus fulfilling the model performance

criterion of Russian Hydrometeorological Center (S/) as it is applied in (Domínguez et al., 2011).

From  the  above,  it  follows  that  the  implementation  of  OALC requires  four  parameters  to  be
established:  i)  the  autocorrelation  and  cross-correlation  radiuses  Y  and  XY (obtained  from  the
autocorrelation and cross-correlation functions);  ii)  the forecast horizon (lead time),  T; and iii)  the
length  of  the  parameterization  time  window,   .  The  last  parameter  can  be  found  by  means  of
optimization, and in general, θ << N (here N is the total time series length for Y(t).

Selection of Predictors

As  shown  above,  information  about  the  predictors  is  obtained  using  correlation  analysis.  As
predictors, we can use lagged values of Y(t) and actual (where available) and lagged values for Xi(t).
For instance, the lag for each predictor is a function of time in the form t-mt , where m=0... .

Let us consider that

α t=α t−1=. ..=α t−ρY
=β t =βt−1 =.. .=β t−ρX k Y kj

=1      (7)

This reduces the search domain of the optimal operator to the field of first-order polynomials. To
avoid the selection of redundant predictors, we must choose only those predictors with coefficients

},...,,{ 1  ttt aaa  or  },...,,{ 1 Yttt bbb   that fulfill the conditions (ak /σak
≥2) or (bk /σbk

≥2) ,  where

ka  and 
kb  are the squared definition error for each coefficient.
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As is  common in  hydrological  forecasting,  we can  use actual  and previous  rainfall  values  and
upstream river inflow data. Usually, an exhaustive search algorithm, using the criteria S/ as the goal
function, can be used to select the optimal predictors in a reasonable time. To do so, a three-level
embedded search cycle must be programmed. The first cycle searches for the optimal predictor number
within the interval from 1 to  )](2[ XYYt    predictors. The second cycle has to find the optimal

parameterization window length , from )](2[ XYYt    to N days. The last cycle selects the optimal

forecast lead time T from 1 to )],[max( XYYk   days, where k  and takes values from 0 to 1. Using
k >1 seems illogical, but nevertheless, experience has shown that using k >1 sometimes gives good
results.  This  could be explained by the  fact  that  the peer  correlation  coefficients  explain the peer
relationship level, so that radiuses Y and XY are not sufficient to explain more complex relationships.

USING OALC AS A DETERMINISTIC KERNEL FOR STOCHASTIC
SIMULATION THROUGH THE MULTIDIMENSIONAL FOKKER-

PLANCK-KOLMOGOROV EQUATION
Although the operator  L[W(t)] and its adaptive parameterization procedure show good forecasting

performance  when  predicting  Y(t+T)  values,  the  stochastic  decision-making  procedures  for  the
hydropower  and  navigation  sectors  require  a  probabilistic  forecast  of  stages  and  streamflows
(Domínguez, 2005). The probabilistic forecast of streamflows and stages has been implemented for a
first-order Markov process to simulate the evolution of monthly and annual conditioned probability
density  curves  (CPDC)  (Domínguez  and  Kovalenko,  2009;  Domínguez,  2004;  Khaustov  and
Kovalenko, 1998). For daily streamflows and daily stages, the autocorrelation radius is too high to
consider  these  processes  as  first-order  Markov  processes.  High  autocorrelation  suggests  that  the
processes must be described with high-order ordinary differential equations (ODE). A first-order ODE
is equivalent to a first-order autoregressive model (Kazakievich, 1989),  so the ODE:

α
dx
dt

+x ( t )=Z ( t )         (8)

expressed in finite differences corresponds to an autoregressive process of type:

X
∘
( t )=α1 X

∘
( t−1)+Z( t )  (9)

where Z(t) is a white noise process.

At the same time, a process described through a high-order ODE can be explained as a high-order
autoregressive process. It is also known that any ODE of order n of the type:

un
=f ( x ,u ,u ', . .. , un−1

)       (10)

can be expressed as a system of first order ODEs. In fact, by introducing new known functions y1=u, 
y2 = u',..., yn = un-1 , equation (10) becomes an ODE system with n first order ODEs as follows:

y ' 1= y2 ;

y ' 2= y3 ;
:
:
y ' n−1= yn ;

y ' n=f (x , y1 , y2 , .. . , yn ) .

      (11)
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The notion of a Markov process can be generalized for a set of random processes (Sveshnikov,
1968).  Given  a  set  of  n random  processes  U1(t),  U2(t),…,Un(t)  describing  the  vector  )(tR  and

referencing the ordinates of )(tR  at times  and t (t) as Y1, Y2,...,Yn  and X1, X2,...,Xn, respectively, a
multidimensional random process of Markov type results if the conditioned distribution law for the
moment  only depends on the distribution law at time t (t >1). In this case, by analogy with the one-
dimensional  process,  the  system  can  be  described  with  a  multidimensional  CPDC  of  type

),...,,,;,...,,,( 2121 nn yyyxxxtp  . For such a CPDC, it is possible to deduce the corresponding backward
and forward Kolmogorov equations:
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Equation (13) is also known as the multidimensional Fokker-Planck-Kolmogorov equation. Hence,
in (12) and (13), Al and Blj are the drift and diffusion coefficients, respectively, and they have the same
physical meaning as in the one-dimensional case (Domínguez, 2004; 2007; Gardiner, 1985). According
to Sveshnikov (Sveshnikov, 1968), a stochastic process U(t) with a spectral density Su() of the type:

Su (ω)=
|Pm(iω )|

2

|Qn ( iω)|
2

,    m<n       (14)

where the polynomials Pm and Qm are defined with the coefficients n ,...,, 21  and n ,...,, 21 , is the

stationary solution for the differential equation:

)(...
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)(...
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dt
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       (15)

where )(t  is a random function with independent ordinates (white noise) and with the autocorrelation
function:

)()(  K        (16)

Equation (15) can be reduced to a system of first-order ODEs as presented above (see equations (10)
and  (11)),  and  the  respective  Al and  establish  a  deterministic  kernel  based  on  OALC,  the  best-
performance OALC has to be transformed into an ODE of order n and subsequently into a system of
first-order ODEs with n equations. An example of this may be found in Xie et al  (Xie et al., 2005),
where a second-order ODE that describes a Rayleigh oscillator is reduced to a system of first-order
ODEs  with  two  equations,  which  can  be  described  in  terms  of  the  Fokker-Planck-Kolmogorov
Equation. It is clear that OALC will produce an ODE system of order greater than 2, but the algorithm
used  to  build  the  multidimensional  Fokker-Planck-Kolmogorov  Equation  remains  the  same  as
presented in Xie et al. (Xie et al., 2005), Sveshnikov (Sveshnikov, 1968) and Domínguez (Domínguez
et al., 2007).
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OALC APPLICATION
Data and area of application

To evaluate the OALC performance, operator (4) with assumption (7) was applied in the upper basin
and in the navigable part of the Magdalena River. 

In the upper part of the river, the forecast of streamflows to the Betania hydropower reservoir was
examined. For this goal, the water levels registered by the hydrological stations Paicol (2105706) and
Puente Balseadero (2104701); and the rainfall  data from meteorological stations Esc.  Riosucio N2
(2105031), Esc. Agr. La Plata (2105502), La Escalereta (2104007), Macagual (403503), Bajo Frutal
(2101013),  La  Candela  (2101014),  San  Adolfo  (2103006),  Resina  (2103502),  Loma  Redonda
(2601005), Laguna San Rafael (2601007) and Santa Rosa (4401010) were used. In the navigable sector
of the Magdalena River, we used river stage data collected at  the station El Banco (2502501). All
mentioned data were provided by the Instituto de Hidrología, Meteorología y Estudios Ambientales –
IDEAM,  which  manages  the  hydrometeorological  network  and  maintains  the  hydrometeorological
information  system  using  the  cited  station  identification  codes.  For  the  Betania  reservoir,  the
streamflow registered  by the Paicol  and Puente  Balseadero stations  accounts  for  93% of  the  total
streamflow  to  the  reservoir  (Figure  1).  A  correlation  analysis  between  hydrological  data  and
meteorological stations indicated the sum of the rainfall recorded by the abovementioned stations as a
good streamflow predictor. An additional analysis of available satellite data led to the conclusion that
the potential precipitation from MODIS sensors and from the system PERSIANN can also be used as a
predictor (Capacci and Conway, 2005; Kou-Lin et al., n.d.; Soroosh et al., 2000). 

Other  sources  of  data  used  to  delineate  the  basins  and  to  define  the  hydrological  stations’
catchment  areas  included  a  digital  elevation  model  with  90  m spatial  resolution  from the  SRTM
Project(CGIAR-CSI,  2012),  IDEAM’s station cadaster  and technical  information about  the Betania
reservoir provided by the reservoir operator. All numerical experiments were coded within the Python
and  Delphi  programming  environments,  and  calibrating  and  validation  were  performed  using  700
forecast  tests  for  each  forecasting  point  and  using  exhaustive  search  loops  to  find  the  optimal
parameters ( θ and  n). The optimization time was not more than 10 minutes on a PC with a 3.4 Ghz
Pentium processor and 1 GB of RAM. 

A total of 90% of the streamflow to the Betania reservoir is accounted for by the sum of the inflows
measured at  the Paicol and Puente Balseadero Stations.  To forecast this  total  streamflow, we built
OALCs with  endogenous  predictors  only  and  with  both  endogenous  and  exogenous  predictors.  A
special OALC was also built to forecast water levels at Paicol station. The exogenous predictor used
was the total rainfall registered by the meteorological stations 2101013, 2101014, 2103006, 2103502,
2601005, 2601007 and 4401010. To define the calibration and validation periods, the time interval
from  January  1984  to  May  1994  was  used.  For  stage  forecasting  at  the  Paicol  station,  we  used
precipitation  information  from stations  2105031 and 2105502 and potential  rainfall  data  from the
satellite-based system PERSIANN, both from the period from 2000 to 2005. According to hydrological
records, the annual average inflow to the Betania reservoir is 430 m3/s, the maximal registered inflow is
630 m3/s and the catchment area covers 13600 km2. The catchment area for the Paicol station is 4840
km2. To show the ability of OALC to work with satellite rainfall data as an exogenous predictor, the
Paicol station was selected, due to the common observation period shared by Paicol’s ground-based
records and the information of the PERSIANN system.
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Figure 1. The study area: 1) Betania’s hydropower reservoir and 2) El Banco hydrometric station
(Middle part of the Magdalena river basin)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
OALC streamflow forecast for Betania reservoir

Autocorrelation functions for Betania’s daily streamflows show that the runoff process has a two-
day memory. Cross-correlation  between daily  streamflows and predictor  rainfall  (the sum of  daily
precipitation for meteorological stations 2101013, 2101014, 2103006, 2103502, 2601005, 2601007 and
4401010) shows that the concentration time is less or equal to one day (Figure 2). The best OALC can
be  found by optimizing  θ and  the  number  of  predictors n  used  for  equation  (4).  The  number  of
predictors to be included can be defined according to the correlation radius for the given rainfall –
runoff process. Nevertheless, in this case, an exhaustive search algorithm was implemented to check
OALC performance when using  between 1 and 30 predictors.  The parameter  θ was  defined from
among integers from 25 to 300. We built both, an OALC that uses only endogenous predictors and one
that combines endogenous and exogenous predictors. The optimal OALC that we could find using
endogenous predictors is as follows:
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)(        (17)

Equation (17) can be interpreted as an autoregressive model of order n. For this model, the lead time
was T=1 , so the next day’s streamflow was forecasted for Betania’s reservoir.

For admissible values of S/, an optimal OALC is defined by a combination that yields a general
performance  of  80.0)/( S  (Appolov  et  al.,  1974).  The  OALC  with  a  different  number  of
endogenous predictors and without exogenous predictors showed the performance presented in Figure
3. The percentage of correctly predicted forecasts is presented in Figure 3 as well.

Figure 2. Streamflow autocorrelation (A) and rainfall/runoff cross-correlation (B) functions

       

Figure  3.  S/ behavior  (left)  and  percentage  of  forecasts  with  error  level  ≤  5% (right)  using
equation (17) for Betania reservoir daily streamflows.

The best OALC for (17) was found using   = 60 and n=1. This OALC has the structure:

)()( taYTtY         (18)

With (18), we reached a S/ value of 0.93. The percentage of forecast values with an error less than
5% was 38%, and 90% of the simulated values yielded an error smaller than 20%. To improve this
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performance, we built an OALC using rainfall as an exogenous predictor. Including this exogenous
variable leads to a lower S/ value of 0.68 and a total of 48% of the forecast values with a prediction
error of less than 5%. For 95% of the predictions, the forecast error was less than 20%. The optimal
parameters for such performance are    = 250 and  n=22.  In this case, we can find more than 4000
OALCs that offer similar performance (Figure 4). For instance, we can use:

40.          ;)(
1

1

22

 











k

t

tj
kjkj

t

ti
ii XbYaTtY         (19)

    

Figure  4.  S/ behavior  (left)  and  percentage  of  forecasts  with  error  level  ≤  5% (right)  using
equation (19) to forecast Betania reservoir daily streamflows.

Use of OALC to forecast water levels at Paicol station using PERSIANN potential precipitation
estimates as an exogenous predictor

To evaluate the benefit from using satellite information as an exogenous predictor at  the Paicol
station,  we  implemented  OALC  using  the  potential  precipitation  estimates  from  the  PERSIANN
satellite-based system (Soroosh et al., 2000). To assess this possibility, we have selected the hydrologic
station  Paicol,  which  is  located  within  the  Betania  reservoir  catchment  area  and  has  available
hydrological and meteorological data within the working period of the PERSIANN system. Two types
of OALCs were built: the first OALC uses ground-based rainfall measurements from stations 2105031
and 2105502; the second OALC applies the potential  precipitation estimates from the PERSIANN
satellite-based system. After calculations, we compared the performance for both OALCs and found
that for the first, the best S/ value was 0.94. The percentage of forecasts with a 5% or less error was
56%. The number of predictions with 20% or less error included 99% of the total evaluated forecasts.
The structure for this OALC is as follows:
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For the second OALC, using satellite rainfall estimates as exogenous predictors (Xkj), we obtained
S/ , with 58% of forecasts with an error ≤ 5% and 99.6% of forecasts with an error <20%
(Figures 5 and 6). The OALC equation for this case is:
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The  presented  results  not  only  show  that  satellite-based  information  can  be  used  as  predictor
information but also that such rainfall estimates can even produce a better forecasting performance.
However,  this  should  still  be  tested  for  different  geographical  and  hydrological  conditions.  The
simultaneous use of  ground-based and satellite  rainfall  information was not evaluated,  but we can
expect that such a combination of multiple predictors could lead to improved forecast performance.

           

Figure  5.  S/ behavior  (left)  and  percentage  of  forecasts  with  error  level  ≤  5% (right)  using
equation (21) and ground-based rainfall measurements to forecast daily stages at Paicol station.

 

Figure  6.  S/  behavior  (left)  and percentage  of  forecasts  with  error  level  ≤ 5% (right)  using
equation (20) and PERSIANN-based rainfall estimates to forecast daily stages at Paicol station 

Use of OALC to forecast daily water levels for El Banco station

Betania reservoir streamflows can be represented as a short-memory Markov process with a two-day
autocorrelation  radius.  To  evaluate  the  performance  of  OALC  when  dealing  with  long  memory
processes, we established two operators for different lead times (T = 1 and  T = 14) at the El Banco
hydrological station. The stage autocorrelation function shows an autocorrelation radius of 40 days,
which is a pattern of strong inertia. Processes with a high autocorrelation are highly predictable, so the
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forecasting models for such processes can have very high S/ values (in some cases  S/  >> 1.0).
Such increased S/ values show that the process prehistory by itself contains enough information to
forecast the near future of the process. In colloquial terms, this means that in a process with a high
autocorrelation radius, the best forecast for a short lead time is the current value, so any implemented
model has to be good enough to implement new information about the process dynamics to explain the
process beyond the range of influence. Finally, the smaller T is, the smaller  becomes (the standard
deviation of the increment for the forecasted variable within the lead time). In this case, the standard
square error S obtained when forecasting the lead time T with OALC has to be small enough to produce
an acceptable value of S/ <= 0.8. The greater the lead time is, the greater  becomes, allowing S  to
increase while still maintaining good performance values for OALC operators. That means that  S/

values can decrease when forecasting for lead times T  >> 1. To check the above statements, we built
forecast  operators  for  lead  times  T =  1  and  T =  14.  Exogenous  predictors  were  not  used  in  this
implementation  of  OALC  operators.  The  impact  of  using  rainfall  and  upstream  streamflows  as
exogenous predictors to improve the forecast performance is a matter of further research. 

 For the case of a forecasting horizon T = 1, the best S/ was 0.76, with 99% of forecasts presenting
a prediction error ≤ 5% (Figure 7). This performance was reached using   = 200 and n = 3 within the
OALC:
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The forecast performance for a lead time T = 14 was also satisfactory, as we obtained S/ and
90% of forecast values with prediction error <5%. These results were reached with the parameters   =
100 and n = 18 and using the equation:
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In general, for T = 14, there are more than 1200 possible OALCs with S/ (Figure 8).

 

Figure  7.  S/  behavior  (left)  and percentage  of  forecasts  with  error  level  ≤ 5% (right)  using
equation (22) to forecast El Banco daily water levels with T = 1.
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Figure  8.  S/  behavior  (left)  and percentage  of  forecasts  with  error  level  ≤ 5% (right)  using
equation (23) to forecast El Banco daily water levels with T = 14

CONCLUSIONS
The OALC operators have demonstrated satisfactory forecasting performance for all the conditions

studied here. In forecasting streamflows for Betania’s reservoir and predicting water levels for the El
Banco station, we obtained S/ values less than 0.8 (Figures 4, 5, 6, 7, 8), as is required to accept a
forecast technique as satisfactory (Appolov, et al., 1974). Visually observed and forecasted values show
the same time evolution patterns. Analysis of the maximum and minimum observed and forecast values
shows no lags in timing and good agreement in terms of magnitude. These facts are confirmed by high
coefficients of determination for the line of forecast versus observed values (Figures 9, 10, 11). The
forecast performance at Betania’s forecast points was lower than for the El Banco station. This decrease
in performance is related to the complexity of mountain region where Betania reservoir is located and
most likely to the lag of ground-based measurements of precipitation within the catchment area, so the
total rainfall input to the system is not available. This may explain the better performance found when
forecasting with PERSIANN satellite rainfall estimates as exogenous predictors for the OALC (21).

  

Figure 9. Comparison of forecast and observed water levels (Equation 12) for the Paicol station with
lead time T = 1 and using PERSIANN satellite-based precipitation estimates as exogenous predictors.
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Figure 10. Comparison of forecast and observed water level (Equation 13) for the El Banco station
with lead time T = 1.

    

Figure 11. Comparison of forecast and observed water level (Equation 13) for the El Banco station
with lead time T = 14.

For El Banco’s forecast, lead times of T = 1 and T = 14 were used to compare the performance of
short-  and long-term predictions  for  long  memory processes.  A two-week lead  time is  more  than
enough for navigation planning in the Magdalena River, where transit time through the entire navigable
sector is less than 1 week; therefore, the forecast technique we present is ready to be used as a real-time
planning  tool,  provided  that  broadcasting  through  the  internet  can  be  established  for  the  entire
navigable sector. The same can be said about streamflow forecasts in Betania’s reservoir; probabilistic
decision-making procedures may require a stochastic forecasting approach instead of a deterministic
one. To develop this type of forecast, this paper shows that OALC can be used as a deterministic kernel
for the Fokker-Planck-Kolmogorov equation. Any OALC can be expressed as a system of first-order
ODEs (with n equations), allowing the analytical definition of drift (Al) and diffusion (Bij) coefficients
for the multidimensional Fokker -Planck-Kolmogorov equation (13). Upstream inflow data were not
used as exogenous predictors, but we can expect that such information will improve the OALC forecast
performance. To avoid high computing time when using several exogenous predictors, it is necessary to
implement optimization methods such as the conjugate gradient. It is expected that parallel calculations
will be mandatory for real time forecasting.
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	This paper presents an application of optimally adaptive linear combinations (OALC) to forecast daily discharges and water levels for different forecast horizons (one day to two weeks ahead). To calibrate the OALC, we have used the forecast mean squared error. The optimal length of the calibration period and the optimal number of predictors were established using the performance criteria of the Hydrometeorological Centre of Russia as the goal function (Domínguez et al., 2011). The percentage of successful forecast for error levels lower or equal than 5, 10, and 20% were also determined to find the most efficient OALC. The forecasting technique presented here was implemented in Colombia to predict daily streamflows to the Betania hydropower reservoir located in the upper Magdalena River, as well as to forecast the water levels at the hydrometric station “El Banco” located within the navigable sector of the same river. Finally, we discuss the possibility of using OALC as a deterministic kernel to simulate the evolution of conditioned probability density curves (CPDC) through the multidimensional Fokker-Planck-Kolmogorov (FPK) equation to provide users with probabilistic forecasts of river water levels. Developed forecast method, and its potential probabilistic enhancement, can be useful for forecasting river water levels under climate change conditions, where uncertainty maximizes and extremes flows are expected to occur more frequently. The OALC, being a simple linear method, can be solve by means of Kolmogorov’s optimal interpolation or by least square methods as it is done in this paper. OALC proved to be efficient for lead times “T” from 1 to 10 but it is expected to increase computational time requirements when issuing forecasts for lead times from 11 to 24 or more.
	INTRODUCTION
	The hydrological variability of surface runoff is not only a source of hazards for human settlements located near the river shoreline but also a source of risk for the productive sectors. In Colombia, two sectors are particularly sensitive to hydrological variability: hydropower and fluvial navigation. Recently, extreme hydrological values have become more severe, possibly as a consequence of global climate change (IPCC, 2007). Higher variability in the hydrologic regime of surface streams leads to increased failures among water-dependent economic sectors. The hydropower sector in Colombia covers 75% of the energy demand; therefore, diminishing the hydrological risk for this sector is an ongoing critical task (UPME and Ministerio de Minas y Energía, 2006). At the same time, the sum of the freight transported through the Magdalena River accounts for 4% of the country’s total payload, and many efforts are being made to increase this level to 12% by year 2020 (Mintransporte, 2007). To meet this aim, a satellite-based navigation system that allows navigation, even at night, was implemented (Alvarado, 2006; Mintransporte, 2007). For both the hydropower and navigation sectors, short-, medium- and long-term forecasts are an essential planning tool, especially under the conditions of climate change. Due to the disruption of stable global climate conditions, the mentioned economic sectors require hydrologic forecast methods that can predict the time evolution of characteristics for streamflows or stages in unstable conditions. The method presented here is intended to be a component of the tools that could be used to address such a requirement.
	Forecasting process is a complex task that needs real time measuring, transmission and assimilation systems, forecast method and forecast broadcasting procedure (NOAA, 1999; WMO, 1994). Requirements for the forecast method are: to be simple, low computing and time demanding, to be of best precision and to enhance process predictability (WMO, 1994). Prediction of high lead times usually demands long computational time but at the same time high lead time forecasts are the most useful information for decision makers, specially for decision makers at the hydropower sector in Colombia (Zevin, 1994). A plethora of mathematical models and methods of different type have being developed but where they fulfill before presented requirements is still a question. Of special importance is the required run time for forecast emission. Previous work showed that methods of artificial intelligence (i.e. neural networks, diffusive logic) and physically based models demand high computational time making it unfeasible their use as forecast operator in real time regime (Domínguez et al., 2010, 2009). At the same time, conceptual models (Biondi et al., 2012; Fenicia et al., 2011; Schumann, 1993; Solomatine and Wagener, 2011) are sufficiently fast for real time operation but, their recalibration and operator restructuring is not feasible on the flight. Finally, not of less importance for conceptual models, their rigorous probabilistic generalization is not well studied yet. Mentioned features are crucial for real time systems due to the possibility o transmission failures in real time. A forecast operator able to reconfigure its structure and recalibrating its parameters itself, in real time, is more than mandatory. The quantitative handling of forecast uncertainty is also a desirable to support decision making process in hydropower reservoir operation (World Commission on Dams, 2000). Classical modeling approaches do not exhibit described properties, leading to ridge forecast operators requiring the measuring, transmission and assimilation systems to work without failures. Present work aims to find a forecast technique able to reconfigure and recalibrate its forecast operator on the flight but also to be theoretically feasible to enhance to probabilistic forecast operator. As remarked OALC techniques postulates as a candidate for such technique and it looks promissory that derived OALC can serve as deterministic kernels for the implementation of the Fokker-Planck-Kolmogorov equation as the theoretic approach for forecast uncertainty handling.
	The forecasting technique we present here was developed to become the deterministic kernel for the Fokker-Planck-Kolmogorov equation when dealing with high-order Markov processes (processes with high memory). In the context of changing climate and high human pressure over the river basins, it is expected for the hydrological regime to become unstable, gaining in uncertainty and requiring probabilistic forecast to be a common requirement for early warning systems (Domínguez and Lozano-Báez, 2014). The first application of OALC was presented by Domínguez (Domínguez, 2005), who showed the feasibility of the method without explaining its foundations. Herein, we present the foundations for the establishment of the method and some results and recommendations for its proper application and integration with the Fokker-Planck-Kolmogorov Equation approach to forecast hydrological processes but coping with uncertainty of hydrological inputs and parameters.
	A FRAMEWORK FOR MODELING WITH DYNAMIC CALIBRATION
	In typical mathematical modeling, the user tends to calibrate the model using all available historical information. We propose a dynamic approach, showing that a on the flight real time calibration of linear combinations could be better than a static calibration that uses all registered information regarding the forecasting state variable. Dynamic approach means the structure of forecast operator and the optimal values of this operator are established at the issuing forecast moment, “on the flight”. We suggest, dynamic calibration can be useful when dealing with time series that have cycles of different frequency; it can be used to forecast for a lead time «» with and , where is the correlation radius and is the total time series length.
	Given a time intervalwith a record of N observed values of the variable Y(t), the forecast Y(t+T) can be expressed in the form:
	(1)
	In (1), “L” is a mathematical operator that functions over the k-order polynomial W(t), combining endogenous and exogenous predictors within the following structure:
	(2)
	Here, rY and are the correlation radius for the endogenous variable Y(t) and the cross-correlation radius of Y(t) with the exogenous variables X(t)k; ai, bbj, ai; and bkj; are the exponents and coefficients for W(t); and k = max(ai,bj) represents the order of the polynomial W(t).
	Let the difference be set as ; then, we can denominate L as an optimal operator if it minimizes some function of d . For instance, the minimization of the mean squared error may be defined as follows:
	(3)
	If there is a known finite data vector of observed values for Y(t), and if the autocorrelation and cross-correlation radius for this vector and the exogenous variable are and , then the forecast Y(t+T) can be expressed as a combination of previous values of Y(t) and X(t) between the time interval for Y(t) and the time interval for the cross-correlation component, given the following combination:
	(4)
	Hence, and are the exponents and coefficients that are used to minimize the following expression:
	(5)
	in a time window of length . From this fact, we understand that in this time domain:
	
	
	
	
	are the solution vectors for the following systems of equations:
	(6)
	For the time interval q, we could also require, even for nonlinear combinations, that the quotient between the standard deviation of the forecast squared errorand the standard deviation for the increments of Y(t) andbe less than 0.8, thus fulfilling the model performance criterion of Russian Hydrometeorological Center (S/sD ) as it is applied in (Domínguez et al., 2011).
	From the above, it follows that the implementation of OALC requires four parameters to be established: i) the autocorrelation and cross-correlation radiuses rY and rXY (obtained from the autocorrelation and cross-correlation functions); ii) the forecast horizon (lead time), T; and iii) the length of the parameterization time window, q . The last parameter can be found by means of optimization, and in general,(here N is the total time series length for Y(t).
	Selection of Predictors
	As shown above, information about the predictors is obtained using correlation analysis. As predictors, we can use lagged values of Y(t) and actual (where available) and lagged values for Xi(t). For instance, the lag for each predictor is a function of time in the form t-mDt , where m=0...r .
	Let us consider that
	(7)
	This reduces the search domain of the optimal operator to the field of first-order polynomials. To avoid the selection of redundant predictors, we must choose only those predictors with coefficients or that fulfill the conditionsor, where and are the squared definition error for each coefficient.
	As is common in hydrological forecasting, we can use actual and previous rainfall values and upstream river inflow data. Usually, an exhaustive search algorithm, using the criteria S/sD as the goal function, can be used to select the optimal predictors in a reasonable time. To do so, a three-level embedded search cycle must be programmed. The first cycle searches for the optimal predictor number within the interval from 1 to predictors. The second cycle has to find the optimal parameterization window length q, from to N days. The last cycle selects the optimal forecast lead time T from 1 to days, where and takes values from 0 to 1. Using k >1 seems illogical, but nevertheless, experience has shown that using k >1 sometimes gives good results. This could be explained by the fact that the peer correlation coefficients explain the peer relationship level, so that radiuses rY and rXY are not sufficient to explain more complex relationships.
	Although the operator L[W(t)] and its adaptive parameterization procedure show good forecasting performance when predicting Y(t+T) values, the stochastic decision-making procedures for the hydropower and navigation sectors require a probabilistic forecast of stages and streamflows (Domínguez, 2005). The probabilistic forecast of streamflows and stages has been implemented for a first-order Markov process to simulate the evolution of monthly and annual conditioned probability density curves (CPDC) (Domínguez and Kovalenko, 2009; Domínguez, 2004; Khaustov and Kovalenko, 1998). For daily streamflows and daily stages, the autocorrelation radius is too high to consider these processes as first-order Markov processes. High autocorrelation suggests that the processes must be described with high-order ordinary differential equations (ODE). A first-order ODE is equivalent to a first-order autoregressive model (Kazakievich, 1989), so the ODE:
	(8)
	expressed in finite differences corresponds to an autoregressive process of type:
	(9)
	where Z(t) is a white noise process.
	At the same time, a process described through a high-order ODE can be explained as a high-order autoregressive process. It is also known that any ODE of order n of the type:
	(10)
	can be expressed as a system of first order ODEs. In fact, by introducing new known functions y1=u, y2 = u',..., yn = un-1 , equation (10) becomes an ODE system with n first order ODEs as follows:
	(11)
	The notion of a Markov process can be generalized for a set of random processes (Sveshnikov, 1968). Given a set of n random processes U1(t), U2(t),…,Un(t) describing the vector and referencing the ordinates of at times t and t (t > t) as Y1, Y2,...,Yn and X1, X2,...,Xn, respectively, a multidimensional random process of Markov type results if the conditioned distribution law for the moment t only depends on the distribution law at time t (t >1). In this case, by analogy with the one-dimensional process, the system can be described with a multidimensional CPDC of type . For such a CPDC, it is possible to deduce the corresponding backward and forward Kolmogorov equations:
	(12)
	(13)
	Equation (13) is also known as the multidimensional Fokker-Planck-Kolmogorov equation. Hence, in (12) and (13), Al and Blj are the drift and diffusion coefficients, respectively, and they have the same physical meaning as in the one-dimensional case (Domínguez, 2004; 2007; Gardiner, 1985). According to Sveshnikov (Sveshnikov, 1968), a stochastic process U(t) with a spectral density Su(w) of the type:
	(14)
	where the polynomials Pm and Qm are defined with the coefficients and , is the stationary solution for the differential equation:
	(15)
	where is a random function with independent ordinates (white noise) and with the autocorrelation function:
	(16)
	Equation (15) can be reduced to a system of first-order ODEs as presented above (see equations (10) and (11)), and the respective Al and establish a deterministic kernel based on OALC, the best-performance OALC has to be transformed into an ODE of order n and subsequently into a system of first-order ODEs with n equations. An example of this may be found in Xie et al (Xie et al., 2005), where a second-order ODE that describes a Rayleigh oscillator is reduced to a system of first-order ODEs with two equations, which can be described in terms of the Fokker-Planck-Kolmogorov Equation. It is clear that OALC will produce an ODE system of order greater than 2, but the algorithm used to build the multidimensional Fokker-Planck-Kolmogorov Equation remains the same as presented in Xie et al. (Xie et al., 2005), Sveshnikov (Sveshnikov, 1968) and Domínguez (Domínguez et al., 2007).
	Data and area of application
	To evaluate the OALC performance, operator (4) with assumption (7) was applied in the upper basin and in the navigable part of the Magdalena River.
	In the upper part of the river, the forecast of streamflows to the Betania hydropower reservoir was examined. For this goal, the water levels registered by the hydrological stations Paicol (2105706) and Puente Balseadero (2104701); and the rainfall data from meteorological stations Esc. Riosucio N2 (2105031), Esc. Agr. La Plata (2105502), La Escalereta (2104007), Macagual (403503), Bajo Frutal (2101013), La Candela (2101014), San Adolfo (2103006), Resina (2103502), Loma Redonda (2601005), Laguna San Rafael (2601007) and Santa Rosa (4401010) were used. In the navigable sector of the Magdalena River, we used river stage data collected at the station El Banco (2502501). All mentioned data were provided by the Instituto de Hidrología, Meteorología y Estudios Ambientales – IDEAM, which manages the hydrometeorological network and maintains the hydrometeorological information system using the cited station identification codes. For the Betania reservoir, the streamflow registered by the Paicol and Puente Balseadero stations accounts for 93% of the total streamflow to the reservoir (Figure 1). A correlation analysis between hydrological data and meteorological stations indicated the sum of the rainfall recorded by the abovementioned stations as a good streamflow predictor. An additional analysis of available satellite data led to the conclusion that the potential precipitation from MODIS sensors and from the system PERSIANN can also be used as a predictor (Capacci and Conway, 2005; Kou-Lin et al., n.d.; Soroosh et al., 2000).
	Other sources of data used to delineate the basins and to define the hydrological stations’ catchment areas included a digital elevation model with 90 m spatial resolution from the SRTM Project(CGIAR-CSI, 2012), IDEAM’s station cadaster and technical information about the Betania reservoir provided by the reservoir operator. All numerical experiments were coded within the Python and Delphi programming environments, and calibrating and validation were performed using 700 forecast tests for each forecasting point and using exhaustive search loops to find the optimal parameters (θ and n). The optimization time was not more than 10 minutes on a PC with a 3.4 Ghz Pentium processor and 1 GB of RAM.
	A total of 90% of the streamflow to the Betania reservoir is accounted for by the sum of the inflows measured at the Paicol and Puente Balseadero Stations. To forecast this total streamflow, we built OALCs with endogenous predictors only and with both endogenous and exogenous predictors. A special OALC was also built to forecast water levels at Paicol station. The exogenous predictor used was the total rainfall registered by the meteorological stations 2101013, 2101014, 2103006, 2103502, 2601005, 2601007 and 4401010. To define the calibration and validation periods, the time interval from January 1984 to May 1994 was used. For stage forecasting at the Paicol station, we used precipitation information from stations 2105031 and 2105502 and potential rainfall data from the satellite-based system PERSIANN, both from the period from 2000 to 2005. According to hydrological records, the annual average inflow to the Betania reservoir is 430 m3/s, the maximal registered inflow is 630 m3/s and the catchment area covers 13600 km2. The catchment area for the Paicol station is 4840 km2. To show the ability of OALC to work with satellite rainfall data as an exogenous predictor, the Paicol station was selected, due to the common observation period shared by Paicol’s ground-based records and the information of the PERSIANN system.
	
	Figure 1. The study area: 1) Betania’s hydropower reservoir and 2) El Banco hydrometric station (Middle part of the Magdalena river basin)
	OALC streamflow forecast for Betania reservoir
	Autocorrelation functions for Betania’s daily streamflows show that the runoff process has a two-day memory. Cross-correlation between daily streamflows and predictor rainfall (the sum of daily precipitation for meteorological stations 2101013, 2101014, 2103006, 2103502, 2601005, 2601007 and 4401010) shows that the concentration time is less or equal to one day (Figure 2). The best OALC can be found by optimizing θ and the number of predictors n used for equation (4). The number of predictors to be included can be defined according to the correlation radius for the given rainfall – runoff process. Nevertheless, in this case, an exhaustive search algorithm was implemented to check OALC performance when using between 1 and 30 predictors. The parameter θ was defined from among integers from 25 to 300. We built both, an OALC that uses only endogenous predictors and one that combines endogenous and exogenous predictors. The optimal OALC that we could find using endogenous predictors is as follows:
	(17)
	Equation (17) can be interpreted as an autoregressive model of order n. For this model, the lead time was T=1 , so the next day’s streamflow was forecasted for Betania’s reservoir.
	For admissible values of S/sD, an optimal OALC is defined by a combination that yields a general performance of (Appolov et al., 1974). The OALC with a different number of endogenous predictors and without exogenous predictors showed the performance presented in Figure 3. The percentage of correctly predicted forecasts is presented in Figure 3 as well.
	
	Figure 2. Streamflow autocorrelation (A) and rainfall/runoff cross-correlation (B) functions
	
	Figure 3. S/sD behavior (left) and percentage of forecasts with error level ≤ 5% (right) using equation (17) for Betania reservoir daily streamflows.
	The best OALC for (17) was found using q = 60 and n=1. This OALC has the structure:
	(18)
	With (18), we reached a S/sD value of 0.93. The percentage of forecast values with an error less than 5% was 38%, and 90% of the simulated values yielded an error smaller than 20%. To improve this performance, we built an OALC using rainfall as an exogenous predictor. Including this exogenous variable leads to a lower S/sD value of 0.68 and a total of 48% of the forecast values with a prediction error of less than 5%. For 95% of the predictions, the forecast error was less than 20%. The optimal parameters for such performance are q = 250 and n=22. In this case, we can find more than 4000 OALCs that offer similar performance (Figure 4). For instance, we can use:
	(19)
	
	Figure 4. S/sD behavior (left) and percentage of forecasts with error level ≤ 5% (right) using equation (19) to forecast Betania reservoir daily streamflows.
	Use of OALC to forecast water levels at Paicol station using PERSIANN potential precipitation estimates as an exogenous predictor
	To evaluate the benefit from using satellite information as an exogenous predictor at the Paicol station, we implemented OALC using the potential precipitation estimates from the PERSIANN satellite-based system (Soroosh et al., 2000). To assess this possibility, we have selected the hydrologic station Paicol, which is located within the Betania reservoir catchment area and has available hydrological and meteorological data within the working period of the PERSIANN system. Two types of OALCs were built: the first OALC uses ground-based rainfall measurements from stations 2105031 and 2105502; the second OALC applies the potential precipitation estimates from the PERSIANN satellite-based system. After calculations, we compared the performance for both OALCs and found that for the first, the best S/sD value was 0.94. The percentage of forecasts with a 5% or less error was 56%. The number of predictions with 20% or less error included 99% of the total evaluated forecasts. The structure for this OALC is as follows:
	(20)
	For the second OALC, using satellite rainfall estimates as exogenous predictors (Xkj), we obtained S/sD = 0.84, with 58% of forecasts with an error ≤ 5% and 99.6% of forecasts with an error <20% (Figures 5 and 6). The OALC equation for this case is:
	(21)
	The presented results not only show that satellite-based information can be used as predictor information but also that such rainfall estimates can even produce a better forecasting performance. However, this should still be tested for different geographical and hydrological conditions. The simultaneous use of ground-based and satellite rainfall information was not evaluated, but we can expect that such a combination of multiple predictors could lead to improved forecast performance.
	Figure 5. S/sD behavior (left) and percentage of forecasts with error level ≤ 5% (right) using equation (21) and ground-based rainfall measurements to forecast daily stages at Paicol station.
	
	Figure 6. S/sD behavior (left) and percentage of forecasts with error level ≤ 5% (right) using equation (20) and PERSIANN-based rainfall estimates to forecast daily stages at Paicol station
	Use of OALC to forecast daily water levels for El Banco station
	Betania reservoir streamflows can be represented as a short-memory Markov process with a two-day autocorrelation radius. To evaluate the performance of OALC when dealing with long memory processes, we established two operators for different lead times (T = 1 and T = 14) at the El Banco hydrological station. The stage autocorrelation function shows an autocorrelation radius of 40 days, which is a pattern of strong inertia. Processes with a high autocorrelation are highly predictable, so the forecasting models for such processes can have very high S/sD values (in some cases S/sD >> 1.0). Such increased S/sD values show that the process prehistory by itself contains enough information to forecast the near future of the process. In colloquial terms, this means that in a process with a high autocorrelation radius, the best forecast for a short lead time is the current value, so any implemented model has to be good enough to implement new information about the process dynamics to explain the process beyond the range of influence. Finally, the smaller T is, the smaller sD becomes (the standard deviation of the increment D for the forecasted variable within the lead time). In this case, the standard square error S obtained when forecasting the lead time T with OALC has to be small enough to produce an acceptable value of S/sD <= 0.8. The greater the lead time is, the greater sD becomes, allowing S to increase while still maintaining good performance values for OALC operators. That means that S/sD values can decrease when forecasting for lead times T >> 1. To check the above statements, we built forecast operators for lead times T = 1 and T = 14. Exogenous predictors were not used in this implementation of OALC operators. The impact of using rainfall and upstream streamflows as exogenous predictors to improve the forecast performance is a matter of further research.
	For the case of a forecasting horizon T = 1, the best S/sD was 0.76, with 99% of forecasts presenting a prediction error ≤ 5% (Figure 7). This performance was reached using q = 200 and n = 3 within the OALC:
	(22)
	The forecast performance for a lead time T = 14 was also satisfactory, as we obtained S/sD = 0.2 and 90% of forecast values with prediction error <5%. These results were reached with the parameters q = 100 and n = 18 and using the equation:
	(23)
	In general, for T = 14, there are more than 1200 possible OALCs with S/sD = 0.75 (Figure 8).
	
	Figure 7. S/sD behavior (left) and percentage of forecasts with error level ≤ 5% (right) using equation (22) to forecast El Banco daily water levels with T = 1.
	
	Figure 8. S/sD behavior (left) and percentage of forecasts with error level ≤ 5% (right) using equation (23) to forecast El Banco daily water levels with T = 14
	The OALC operators have demonstrated satisfactory forecasting performance for all the conditions studied here. In forecasting streamflows for Betania’s reservoir and predicting water levels for the El Banco station, we obtained S/sD values less than 0.8 (Figures 4, 5, 6, 7, 8), as is required to accept a forecast technique as satisfactory (Appolov, et al., 1974). Visually observed and forecasted values show the same time evolution patterns. Analysis of the maximum and minimum observed and forecast values shows no lags in timing and good agreement in terms of magnitude. These facts are confirmed by high coefficients of determination for the line of forecast versus observed values (Figures 9, 10, 11). The forecast performance at Betania’s forecast points was lower than for the El Banco station. This decrease in performance is related to the complexity of mountain region where Betania reservoir is located and most likely to the lag of ground-based measurements of precipitation within the catchment area, so the total rainfall input to the system is not available. This may explain the better performance found when forecasting with PERSIANN satellite rainfall estimates as exogenous predictors for the OALC (21).
	
	Figure 9. Comparison of forecast and observed water levels (Equation 12) for the Paicol station with lead time T = 1 and using PERSIANN satellite-based precipitation estimates as exogenous predictors.
	
	Figure 10. Comparison of forecast and observed water level (Equation 13) for the El Banco station with lead time T = 1.
	
	Figure 11. Comparison of forecast and observed water level (Equation 13) for the El Banco station with lead time T = 14.
	For El Banco’s forecast, lead times of T = 1 and T = 14 were used to compare the performance of short- and long-term predictions for long memory processes. A two-week lead time is more than enough for navigation planning in the Magdalena River, where transit time through the entire navigable sector is less than 1 week; therefore, the forecast technique we present is ready to be used as a real-time planning tool, provided that broadcasting through the internet can be established for the entire navigable sector. The same can be said about streamflow forecasts in Betania’s reservoir; probabilistic decision-making procedures may require a stochastic forecasting approach instead of a deterministic one. To develop this type of forecast, this paper shows that OALC can be used as a deterministic kernel for the Fokker-Planck-Kolmogorov equation. Any OALC can be expressed as a system of first-order ODEs (with n equations), allowing the analytical definition of drift (Al) and diffusion (Bij) coefficients for the multidimensional Fokker -Planck-Kolmogorov equation (13). Upstream inflow data were not used as exogenous predictors, but we can expect that such information will improve the OALC forecast performance. To avoid high computing time when using several exogenous predictors, it is necessary to implement optimization methods such as the conjugate gradient. It is expected that parallel calculations will be mandatory for real time forecasting.
	The present work greatly benefits from the freely available data provided by the “Instituto de Hidrología, Meteorología y Estudios Ambientales – IDEAM” (http:\www.ideam.gov.co) and also from data obtained from the PERSIANN satellite system, which is supported by the Center for Hydrometeorology & Remote Sensing of the University of California – Irving. Special thanks to Professors Emel Vega (Universidad Nacional de Colombia) and Valentina Shveikina (Water Problems Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences), who kindly reviewed the paper and provided us with valuable comments.
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